
Getting the warrant



For starters

• What are the three types of electronic data that we want to consider?



Electronic Devices

• Cameras, computers, smartphones, routers and so on

• Benefits: 
• Proves ownership

• Deleted data

• Drawbacks:
• Needs a warrant

• May need to examine numerous devices

• You need specialized software and training



The records

• Cellular records, IP Logins, business transaction details

• Benefits: 
• User can’t access them

• Available for long periods of time

• A lot of information

• Can contain locations

• Drawbacks:
• Need a warrant

• Not much content

• All networks are different



The cloud

• Contents stored on Clouds like Apple, Google, and so on

• Benefits: 
• Hidden information

• Multiple devices in one location

• Some data is not controlled by the user

• Drawbacks:
• Needs a warrant

• No deleted



Search warrants

• And many times, the data can overlap. 

• For instance:
• Facebook can give the business records of an account, to include IP logins, 

device information and even GPS locations. 

• Facebook can also give the contents of the account, such as pictures, 
messages and posts. 



Search warrants

• And many times, the data can overlap. 

• And even:
• Apple devices can be examined for the content

• Apple can also provide the contents of iCloud backups

• Apple can also provide all purchase transactions

• The cellular provider can give call history and locations

• Google can identify search terms from the device

• Facebook can supply GPS location data of the account on the device

• And on and on and on



Search warrants

• One of the hardest things is knowing what all to ask for, and how they 
can help, so let’s briefly look at each of those options: 



Devices

• What all types of devices are common and how can they help us: 
• Smartphones

• Other than the obvious, think of smartphones as being able to prove ownership. 

• The number

• Accounts on the phone

• The phone itself by the contents

• Locations

• Computers
• Identify dates and times

• Profiles

• Search history



Devices

• What all types of devices are common and how can they help us:
• Routers

• It can show who was there

• It is also an inventory of all of the devices on scene

• Cameras

• Smart watches

• Items in vehicles

• And anything IoT. 



Records

• What all types of Records are common and how can they help us:
• Cellular records

• Locations
• Calling patterns
• Tower Dumps
• When the phone wasn’t being used
• Types of calls
• Identify other devices

• Social Media
• IP addresses
• GPS locations
• Device Details
• Confirming phone numbers



Records

• What all types of Records are common and how can they help us:
• Google

• Searches
• Image searches
• Mapping searches
• YouTube
• GeoFence

• Apple
• Identify accounts
• Ownership
• Purchased Applications

• Amazon
• Alexa History
• Voice Recordings



Clouds

• What all types of Clouds are common and how can they help us:
• Cellular clouds

• Contents of Messages

• Google Clouds
• Emails

• Google voice contents

• Google Drive

• And way too much more to list



Clouds

• What all types of Clouds are common and how can they help us:
• Apple

• iCloud backup of the device

• Backups of previous devices

• Social Media
• Chats 

• Pictures

• Videos



Creating a good report



Forensic reports

Before we get into the topics, make it a point to create a thorough and 
detailed report. Your work is going to be critiqued based upon your 
report. Make it good, that way you have all the information you need. 

A few tips:



Forensic reports

A few things I like to do:

A lot of cellular evidence isn’t in local time, so an explanation of 
the time offset is always a good idea. It helps the reader understand 
and it will remind you when it is time for court: 



Forensic reports



Forensic reports



Forensic reports

A few things I like to do:

And be able to defend why certain information may not be 
accurate, but that it is no fault of yours. A great example of this is AT&T 
data usage. And luckily AT&T puts a explanation of the issue with the 
data usage, so include that in your report as well: 



Forensic reports



Forensic reports

• And be able to answer any questions that may be confusing. This 
happens a lot with the IMEI of a device vs the IMEI displayed in a set 
of AT&T records. 



When using records and forensics:



When you combine them:



IMEI Structure

• IMEI: If it is 15 digits, it is the IMEI plus a check digit. 

• IMEISV: If it is 16 digits, it is the IMEI plus the software version digits. 

• So the rule, look at the first 14: 



Testifying in court

• Cellular Forensic evidence 

• Cellular records evidence 

• Cellular mapping evidence 

• Some tips



Cellular Forensic evidence

Create screen shots of the examination:

Show the items like the IMEI / IMSI / MEID to confirm details. 

Consider adding photographs / screenshots if possible. 

Defeating issues with Software:

Make sure and confirm everything. 

The software finds the data, but then go further and confirm it. 

Show the information in court:

When there is something confusing, show examples.

For example contents of BLOB or dates and time conversions.



Cellular Forensic evidence









Cellular Forensic evidence

Let’s see me do one live, like I would do in court:



Cellular Records evidence

When using Cellular records

Identify the items:

IMEI / IMSI / MSISDN

MEID / MDN

Put the relevant records in your presentation.

Put the definitions page in your presentation.

And know what these items mean!!! Don’t have any unknowns. 



Cellular Records evidence



Cellular Records evidence



Cellular Records evidence



Cellular Mapping evidence

Be able to explain latitude, longitude, azimuth and beam width.

Consider doing a demonstration for the jury. Especially when 
talking about Azimuth. It can be very confusing. 

Also be able to explain any oddities:



Cellular Mapping evidence



Cellular Mapping evidence









Reports

• Now let’s take a look at a bunch of reports. 



Testifying in court



Some Tips

Don’t type a report with one set of terms and then use others in court.

A lot of time in the reports, we write in a very common 
terminology, and then try to very formal acronyms in court. The 
prosecutors will get lost and have no idea what you are trying to say. 



Some Tips

Don’t let the first time you talk to that prosecutor be on the stand. 

Make sure you explain this to your attorneys. They are experts in 
Law, not forensics. We need to educate them about the topics we are 
going to speak about. 

Also, help them with the questions. They don’t know what is 
relevant. Help them understand. Volunteer to make them some 
questions. 

I love helping write my own questions, let’s take a look:



Some Tips

Be prepared. And I mean, seriously prepared. 

Treat every case like it is your most important. It is!!! 

Be able to do it without your report. I had to do that once. 



Some Tips

Don’t let opposing attorneys get you upset. The more relaxed and 
professional you remain, the more it will impress the Judge and Jury. 
When someone starts to fight, it shows they feel threatened or like 
they can’t win based on facts. Remain calm, state the facts, and don’t 
let anyone force you to play their game. 



Some Tips

Get your own warm-up. And it doesn’t have to be something scientific 
or legal. Just something that helps you prepare. For me, on the days 
leading up t the trial, I testify in my head while I work out. I try to make 
sure I know all of the details without reading that report. 



Some Tips

And on the date of the trial, I listen to music. It lets me be able to 
ignore distractions and be able to focus. Trials are important. Not only 
are people counting on your to be able to get this information out, but 
it is a huge honor to be asked to testify, and it carries a huge burden. 
This is someone’s freedom; we need to make sure we are always 
accurate and correct. Additionally, we owe it to the victim. 



Some Tips

Always remember, it is not our job to have someone found guilty. It is 
our job to seek the truth, no matter which way it goes. 
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